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COMMODORE’S
COMMENTS

John Morris
LL this great weather
lately has accelerated
everyone’s discussion
of bottom paint and launch
cranes. Sure, we are locked
down but spring is unfolding more or
less normally amid the chaos out in the
world.
So what will this summer look like?
It’s our birthday; you can read all about
our 70th Anniversary celebrations in this
edition of S&P. You can also catch up on
the plans for our spruced up
washrooms and the work of the Loveit-or-list-it committee.
Things will look different outside the
gap. As you’ll read in the Rear Comm’s

A

REAR COMMODORE

John Greenham
APPY Spring TH&SC
Member, it is great
news that the ABTP
Landform Project has been
moving along at full steam
even in this pandemic. The Coatsworth
Cut will look very different this season,

H

report the City is pouring resources into
rejuvenating the waterfront in this
corner of paradise. It will mean better
access to our harbor, less wave action
and ultimately even cleaner water. And
this isn’t just talk—construction is well
under way. And guess what, this year
we likely won’t be fighting high water
levels.
As for COVID, clearly not all is quite
normal for the time being. Please read
and heed all the information in this S&P
and in the updates the Executive Board
is sending out. As we learned last year,
we need to adhere to some critical procedures in order to keep everyone safe
and conform to the provincial orders.
Fortunately Ontario Sailing has been
very thorough in clarifying the Club’s
requirements and the members of the
Board have been energetic in doing

what needs to be done. Even against
this unsettled backdrop, we can point
with pride to a very productive year to
date. New projects, new members, lots
of energy.
From my vantage here in early April,
I think we can look forward to a very
good season. This summer may not
deliver every aspect of a regular sailing
season, but it should provide a lot of
what we’re looking for. With luck, by
mid-summer things will be looking
sunnier in most ways.
Please stay well and exercise good
judgment in keeping yourself and your
family healthy and our club and members safe. Next stop, launch day! _

zones that will be ongoing all season so
please steer clear.
I'm sure you will all find this
amazing and if you have any questions
please reach out to any of us on the
Executive as we all have a complete
copy of the update.
Stay safe and stay clear of COVID
and the construction zones, even if
vaccinated. _

some have even told me it already looks
different looking out from the south
end of the boardwalk. It will certainly
improve our bay and the rocky ride
some of our members feel on A-Dock.

The Drilling machine is in place and
will begin its 3 km ride or dig out this
summer to the outtake tunnels being
constructed. So remind yourself as you
head out past the pooh stick all of this is
happening about 100 meters below you.
We have attached some images for
your reference to the 3 construction
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RACING CAPTAIN
Martin Osborne

H

ELLO everyone. To
simply say that these
are unusual times is an
understatement of some
proportion, especially as I
struggle with words to describe the
changes to our immediate lives and the
world in the larger sense, never mind
the changes to our sailing lives.
First and foremost I truly hope that
this newsletter finds each and every one
of you safe, healthy and practicing the
social distancing that is being
prescribed to slow and hopefully stop
the spread of this nasty virus.
Talk about déjà vu! If you check back
to April 2020 you will find that I used
those exact words to open my April
article a year ago. LOL I am certainly
beginning to understand how Bill
Murray must have felt in the movie
Ground Hog Day! I am also convinced
that if I had told you 2021 was going to
roll out almost exactly like 2020 did no
one would have believed and almost
certainly written me off as a raging
lunatic!
Yet here we are one year later and as
I sit down to write this OSA is
deliberating and trying to figure out
exactly what the most recent stay at
home order means for us as a sailing
club and frankly I think a lot of us are
sitting at home trying to figure out
where we are headed.
It seems though the world of sailing
goes on even during a pandemic—the
America’s Cup went on and for those
who watched it was certainly very
exciting if not completely relevant to us
as regular sailors.
While we wait to clear the first level
of vaccine, planning is ongoing to run
the Summer Olympics and hopefully

our Canadian representative Sarah
Douglas finally gets her chance at a
medal.
On the lake closer to home
preparations have been made for all the
big offshore races and of course those
will only be able to go ahead if we can
get our lockdown level to I believe a
Yellow level in the province.
At the club level we have booked a
local professional sailor to do a virtual
2021 Skippers meeting for us on April
21st so stay tuned for more on that from
John and I!
In terms of actual racing I wish I had
good news to impart except under the
current guidelines and for the
foreseeable future there will be no
racing allowed. In fact we will not be
allowed to race under Grey or Red
Lockdown Status levels and we will
need to be all the way back through to
minimally an Orange level before we
can get our weekly race series up and
running. Sorry, I am just the messenger
and I am hoping we see the current
measures slow down and abate the
virus as hoped.
For the moment though I would like
to extend to each and every one of you
my most sincere wish that you stay
safe, healthy in the preparation for the
season and come through this chaos
unscathed. Until then my friends,
dream of being out on the start line!
Yours in sailing,
Martin _

VICE COMMODORE
Miranda Wheatstone

W

HILE this spring
hasn't had the best
weather, at least the
days are getting longer,
warmer, and it won't be long
before we're back on the water. We have
a number of members who have nonpowered watercraft and we have some
news for our crew members.
Traditionally, crew members have not
been allowed to keep dinghies, kayaks,
canoes, etc. at the club, but that's about
to change. Any crew member who
would like to store a non-powered
watercraft at the club may do so for a
yearly fee of $125 + HST. If you wish to
take advantage of this opportunity, send
me an email at vice-commodore@thsc.ca
to let me know.
Speaking of emails, if you or your
partner would like to receive the club
emails, please make sure I have your
current contact information. Sometimes
life gets busy and the information isn't
shared with the others in the household,
so if you get a copy yourself then you're
sure to be in the know. If you know
someone who is not receiving any
communiqués, please pass the message
along so I can update the database.
We continue to see new applications
coming in and your feedback is critical
in vetting these people. When you
receive an application for review, take a
minute or two to look it over and share
any feedback you may have.
As you go about prepping your boats
for the quickly approaching launch,
make sure you are following all COVID
guidelines. We don't want to have
anyone falling ill, so be safe and keep
your distance.
Keep your spirits and your mask up.
_

WAYS AND MEANS
Jeff Hocking

T

HANK you to all who
have been volunteering
already this spring to help
get the club ready for launch, it
has been great to see. Updates
on projects will be forthcoming and in
the meantime please continue to follow
the public health guidelines during
work parties. _
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The wind she blew and the dinghies flew!
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PAST
COMMODORE
Greg Smith

G

REETINGS. I must say
how nice it was to see
many familiar faces
live and in person at the club
this past week. The sounds of
sanders, drills, power washers and the
crunching of tarps never sounded so
good. The 2021 sailing season has
begun. Fingers crossed, the imposed
province wide lockdown will not delay
our scheduled launch date. The Board is
doing everything possible to stay on top
of the changing conditions and will
keep the membership informed in a
timely manner.
Unfortunately, my April S&P report
is in some ways similar to my February
2021 S&P report. We had hoped to be
further down the road with the projects.
The effects of the shifting COVID
headwinds require the committees to
review plans, research alternative
suppliers, products, pricing and
scheduling. That said, we have made
progress over the past few weeks.
Several contractor companies have
been through our clubhouse and the
quote process is in motion. Demolition
of the main washrooms will begin after
budget numbers are confirmed. Due to
inventory shortages, prices have
increased substantially on many
building materials and products; this
could have a major impact on the

PROPERTY MGR
Chris Craigen

G

REETINGS. Hope
everyone is staying
safe and relatively

sane.
We had a family of
coyotes move into our
property under the south
end of our seawall. You’ll
notice boards have been
pulled up in that area. Since the boards
have been pulled up they seem to have
moved out. Please be careful if you’re in
that area and let me know if you see
any activity.
The washrooms are now open on the
weekends. Approx 9am to 6pm Sat and
Sun with cleanings scheduled both days
in the morning. As per haul out, women
entering from the east door and men
entering from the west. One at a time
please to minimize contact, give a shout

project. In addition to the pricing
concerns, the decision was made to
have all materials required for project
onsite before the demolition begins.
Having all building materials onsite
will avoid delays and reduce
interruptions.
Again, all of this is subject to further
lock downs. The good news is, new or
old, the washrooms will be open for the
sailing season. More information on the
open washrooms will be addressed by
our Property Manager.
LOIOLI Committee continues to
meet on a regular schedule to access the
interior of the clubhouse. Needless to
say, there is much to do. The Committee
will submit their findings and
recommendations to the Executive in
the weeks to come. No doubt the list
will be long, but the assessment is long
overdue.
It goes without saying that budgets
are necessary for the many
infrastructure projects facing the club.
The Club’s Five Year Plan will be
revisited in the coming months and
projects will be added, shuffled, or
removed from roadmap. All of the
projects are subject to the membership’s
approval.
In closing, I encourage everyone to
follow the rules, keep your distance and
stay safe.
Greg Smith
N43° 39.610 W79° 18.812
Same Spot /Same Day _

when entering.
After launch the washrooms will be
open seven days with regular cleanings
scheduled. The procedure will change
slightly after launch—update on that to
come. The current plan is; FOB key
access will be added to the east entrance
(currently the women’s door) making
that the main entrance for everyone.
The west door will be locked from the
outside and exit only. Creating one-way
traffic through the hallway and into the
washrooms.
Thank you very much for your
patience. Information and procedures
can and have been changing quickly. As
of now the clubhouse remains closed, if
you need access to the lockers please let
me know. It’s important keep a low
head count and keep track for contact
tracing should something happen. With
some luck we may see something closer
to a summer at TH&SC this season.
Many thanks,
Chris Craigen _
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SOCIAL
COMMITTEE
Rebecca Golden

Y

OUR social team has been
monitoring the COVID
environment pretty much on a
weekly basis. With this being our 70th
anniversary we certainly want to come
up with some entertaining and
engaging activities for us all, during
these crazy times. We will, and would,
love to have gatherings when we can in
the meantime…
Here are a couple of ideas that we are
working on for summer 2021.
The team is finalizing the details on a
70th Anniversary Amazing Race we
have decided on seven destinations
around the lake. Four destinations that
are really attainable, one that is a little
more challenging and two that will take
some planning, we are encouraging
boats to join as a team, however each
boat must complete the task. We believe
this will also encourage social
distancing. Once you've reached these
destinations you will need photographic proof of the vessel, you or your
mascot, that you were there and also at
that time you will be given a clue to
complete a task. This competition is
planned to run from June 1st ‘till
August 31st. Stay tuned for complete
details.
We are also working with George
Brown students to come up with some
wonderful ideas and themes for some
virtual calls aimed at participation and
fun.
We are also considering ways of
bringing the drive-in theatre to our club
where people can watch from the safety
of their own vessel. And rest assured
we will certainly not forget Sail Past
and The Blessing of the Fleet to keep
the tradition alive, depending of course
on COVID restrictions, this is a very
moving target.
Please bear with us as your social
team is very concerned about us all
staying safe and healthy while enjoying
what we can this 70th anniversary of
TH&SC.
Thx
Social Team _
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HARBOUR MASTER
Paul Evans

H

I there.
The preparations for
launch are going well.
The bridges are all up, safety
ladders in place, water on for
the docks, power on for A, B and C
docks with parts coming for D dock.
Barrels have been placed and blocks
going in starting April 10th.
Work is also ongoing to replace dock
boards and will be continuing for some
time.
Launch is still planned for May 1
and 2 unless there is a provincial stay
home order. Your Executive is
watching things daily and will provide
an update if needed.
Launch will be similar to last year as
COVID 19 is still with us.
That means everyone will be
screened as they enter the club.
If you come down with symptoms,
stay home and phone me at 416 854-5334.
You will need to bring your own
mask, gloves, food and non-alcoholic
beverages.
Masks must be worn properly at all
times even if you have been vaccinated.
Try to stay 6 feet apart if possible.
The washrooms will be open for
use—one at a time please.
After being screened, proceed to the
patio and check in there. Pick up a hard
hat if needed.
There will be a brief meeting and
then we will get to launching boats.
On Sunday, at the end of the day,
there will be levelling of the yard with
the skidster so please do not bring in
your cars until that is complete.
Start time is the usual 7 AM.
The preliminary work assignments
and slip assignments are included here
so have a look at which day you are
launching and what job you have been
assigned. Any problems with the day or
work assignment, please let me know
ASAP.
Many thanks
Paul
Harbourmaster@thsc.ca _
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FLOTSAM & JETSAM
Shadow

GOUGEON BROTHERS’ BOOK
The Gougeon Brothers, creators of the
West System of wood and epoxy boat
building have a 5th edition of their book
called: “Gougeon Brothers on Boat
Construction—5th Edition”. It is
available in a PDF at this URL—https:/

/www.westsystem.com/wp-con‐
tent/uploads/GougeonBook061205-1.pdf

SAIL GP (GRAND PRIX)
After cancelling last year’s Sail GP the
schedule for this year has been
published. The boats are 50-foot foiling
catamarans which can reach over 50
knots. There are eight boats racing this
season—see the red box at the end of
our Race Captain’s Report. For more
information about the boats go to
https://sailgp.com/news/on-boardf50-catamaran/ and the Sail GP web
site has a wealth of information. There
is a YouTube Sail GP channel on which
the races are streamed. _
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Lives on ...
by Chris Hanson

I started with an ordinary 4 x 4 piece of pressure treated beam that
I used for retaining walls for our gardens at the house. I had some
left over “bass” wood from Lothlorien and other bits and pieces
including popsicle sticks I used for the ports. I tried to find a
section of beam with the least amount of knots but missed one
once I cut the initial curves of the hull.

It has been a very long winter this past year for all; but
especially for Elizabeth and myself. We had been so fortunate in
being able to spend the past 8 winters living and cruising aboard
Groovin’ in the warm climes of Florida and the Bahamas.
As most of you know, Groovin’ was struck by lightning while
we were on board sitting at anchor at Peck Lake (near Stuart
Florida) on Saturday, April 25th, 2020.
What many of you may not know was the electrical and
electronic damage was so severe that our insurance company
determined the boat was a write off and thankfully have paid us the
agreed value of the policy. In hindsight this may have been a bit of a
blessing, now especially being unable to go south due to the Covid
pandemic. We were getting near the end of our cruising days and
had been thinking of selling Groovin’ in the next year or so.
But I degress, while many of you current members know us,
I realize that the club has changed with many new faces and
vessels joining the TH&SC family since we departed for our
journey south at the end of August 2012.
Elizabeth & I joined in the spring of 2000 after purchasing our
first keel boat Lothlorien, a CS 27 the previous fall. We then
had the opportunity to purchase Groovin’, a Catalina 34 from
long time member Dennis MacCallum in 2007. As destiny would
entail, we would join the MacCallum’s on our journey south
5 years later.
Since we weren’t going away this winter, I now had
the time to do a long overdue project; making a boat half
hull model like I did for our first boat, Lothlorien which I
completed winter of 2002.
Like my first model, I searched for schematic drawings from
Catalina brochures online. I then drew over them on the
computer to make the lines clearer for guiding the
cutting and sanding.
I gathered as many
photos of with different view points to
help me get the right
curvature and sheer
of Groovin’s hull .
I already had a grid
of 1/4” for my model
Lothlorien, and I used
that to make sure the
scale & proportions
were accurate. That
also made the scale for
both vessels equal, 1/2” = 1 foot in length. ( Groovin’s model size
is 17 inches long, representing her 34 ft. in length.

All the pieces such as ports and hatches, propeller and anchor
have been made from scratch using materials I found around my
workshop. Other pieces such as the dorade vent and the compass
were was made from a turning rod for a window blind. The only
purchased materials were small aluminum tubes and a 1/8” dowel
I found at a hobby store. The tubing was used for the stanchions,
pulpit & stern rail and steering wheel. Sanding down half the
thickness of the dowel created Groovin’s rub rail.
Below is the topsides handrail. I used nails to act as forms
to gently form the bend after the wood was soaked in water.
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After many light coats of spray paint, wood trim, and the rub rail
begin to bring Groovin’ alive again. The hatches and ports also get
painted. With each passing week, the detail kept getting tighter and
tighter. Setting everything off, was the addition of the blue trim and
waterline which was accomplished using vinyl from a sign manufacturer. I also used a piece of gray to simulate the non skid of her decks.

The first cuts began began Nov. 5th, 2020 with the final
completion and mounting on February 25th, 2021.
Looking back I wish I had kept an account of actual hours spent,
but I estimate well over 300 hours. At least I did a fair job of
chronicling the developement with photographs. As a final touch
I made a “specs” plaque with a one of Groovin’s best photos under
sail off Long Island , Exumas, Bahamas.
This project has been a blessing keeping me busy during these
depressing Covid times, allowing me to re-live fond memories of our
time aboard Groovin’. She was a handsome vessel and we miss her.

The smaller the pieces, the more delicate the work , hence
many more hours. Bending the tubing often took a few tries to
perfect joins without kinking or metal fatigue. The pedestal and
instrument pods took over 2 sessions of 6 hr. days (10 bits made
up the package, the wheel was another 4hr. day) The photos below
show positioning of the arch and helm and also our swim
platform with step (note the grate). Elizabeth’s father was a jeweler
and I inherited his dremel like drill with very small bits that allowed
me to pass fine wire through the stanchions creating the lifelines.
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April 2021

GOOD WEATHER—PLEASE
Easter
Sunday

4 Easter

Monday

11
18

5 Executive
6
Board

May 2021

1 Good

2

3

7

8

9

10

Meeting

12

13

19

14 Sarah
Douglas– 15
Meet an Olympian-7 to 10

20 Race

21 Earth

22

27

28

29

16
23

26

Mother’s
Day

24

2

3 Executive
4
Board

5

6

7

8

11 Warmup
12
Race—

13

14

15

18 Race

19

20

Breaker
21 Ice
Race—Rear 22

25 Race

26

Meeting

9

10

6:30

16

17

SAIL GP

Meeting-7 to 9 Day

25

17

LAUNCH
DAY

Series I
Race 1

30

Rear
Comm.
Brunch—
10-12

SAIL GP

COUNTING DOWN—BE PREPARED FOR ANYTHING!

1

LAUNCH
DAY

READ THE LAUNCH INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY

Friday

23 Victoria 24

Comm Meet &
Greet—5 to 7

27

28

29

Series I
Race 2

Day

30 Memorial 31

BACK TO NORMAL?—WE HOPE!

Day—U.S.

B

June 2021

Executive
Board
Meeting

6

7

Father’s
Day—
Summer
begins

2

8 Race

9

3

4

Series I
Race 3

13

14

10

11

21

12
SAIL PAST

15 Race

16

22 Race

23

29 Race

30

17

Series I
Race 5

20

5
SAIL GP

Series I
Race 4

SAIL GP

A-Dock
Brunch

1 Race

July 2021

28

4

5 Executive
6 Race
Board
Meeting

18 Dufferin
Bell Buoy 19

11

25

18

12

24

26

19

SAIL GP

Series II
Race 1

WILL SUMMER BE NORMAL? WE’LL KNOW BY NOW

7

2

8

9 Cruise to 10

Series II
Race 2

13 Race

14

20 Race

21

27 Race

28

15

16

26

17
SAIL GP

22

Series II
Race 4

25

3

Port Credit
YC

Series II
Race 3

Race

Series I
Race 6

27

B-Dock
Brunch

1

CANADA
DAY—5 to 6
Dessert will be
set out

des
23 Race
Voyageurs 24
Reciprocal with
Etobicoke YC

29

30

Series II
Race 5

WATCH YOUR EMAIL FOR DETAILS OF ALL EVENTS

31

